Banding Together

Banding trees in November and December is one of the
most effective and inexpensive ways to control cankerworm populations. Starting this fall, the City will
begin banding trees on City property in selected affected areas. Residents in areas with known infestations are encouraged to band trees on their properties. Other residents may want to band their trees as a
preventive measure.

How to Band Trees

A sticky, glue-like substance (Tanglefoot™ or a similar
product) is applied to a band around the tree, rather
than the tree itself, to protect the bark. It should be applied after most of the leaves have fallen. Area garden
and home improvement stores sell tree banding supplies and there are private contractors that will install
bands on your trees for a fee.

Step 1: Install a strip of batting or insulation around the
tree a few feet above ground level and below all limbs.

Step 2: Position a band of tar paper or roofing felt 6-12
inches wide, around the trunk circumference covering the batting. Short staples may be used for this. Do
not use nails. Electrical tape might be used for small,
smooth-barked trees.
Step 3: After the leaves have fallen and before the

first frost, apply the sticky substance or sticky material
in a band several inches wide onto the tar paper. Wear
disposable gloves for easy clean up. Bands must remain
sticky and clear of excessive debris. If the trap becomes
clogged with leaves or insects, you should clean it, refresh the sticky substance or install a new band.

While large trees are the main focus of banding, in
order to be effective, all trees should be banded. The
worms feed on all types of trees. The bands should
be removed during the first week of February and
disposed of in the garbage to prevent eggs that may
have attached from hatching.

Effectiveness of Pesticides
One of the safest and more benign pesticides is
Bacillus thurigensis or B.t. This product is sold under
various brand names including Dipel or Thuricide.
This naturally occurring bacterium causes a bacterial
disease specific to moths and butterflies. It has
been used by organic farmers and gardeners for
decades with no known adverse effects on humans,
wildlife, pets, fish, or honey bees. Sprays containing
B.t. should be used in the spring while the small
caterpillars are feeding. They ingest the pesticide
and die a few days later. Don’t expect immediate
results. Homeowners can use this product on small
trees, but large trees will likely require professional
spray equipment.
Insecticidal soap is also safe and has no residual, that
is, it will kill only the soft-bodied insects that directly
contact the spray. About three sprays per week will
probably be required.
This video is from the City of Charlotte:
https://www.youtube.com/watch/?v=1JKEACyOMHE
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